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Introduction
Puzzle addicts are familiar with a species of "brain-teaser"
in which, . for example, a number, _!2, of boys and girls engage in certain
activities.

No one may engage in an activity, nor with a partner, if

the initial letters are the same, and certain other antipathies are
described which reduce the possibilities to a single one which the
solver is required to find.

Two approaches are possible.

An assignment

of a person to an activity may be regarded as a move in a game, in which
case the expert solver aims to demonstrate the sterility of subtrees
until only one path is left.

Alternatively, a program

beain [1:n] amode activities, boys, girls;

•IHI•=

--=

(A)

--•••

for all permutations of boys do

•=

for all permutations of girls do

•=

•==

i£ conditions met then print all arrays fi od od end

-=

-= -=

----

== ===

will clearly solve the puzzle.
Although the former method might seem in all ways the more
respectable, the author has found that the latter is by no means the
cheat that it appears to be.

The number of permutations .is often too

large for the time available even on a fast computer, and efforts to
replace "all permutations" by "specified permutations" have often resulted
in solving completely, without recourse to the computer, a puzzle that
seemed intractable by the former method.
The program

A

But that is by the way.

satisfies the requirements of a first stage in a

structured programming approach, but neither Algol 68, in which it pretends
to be, nor any other language of which the author is aware, implements
"all permutations" as an option in a for-statement, so that it is only a
first stage.

Two alternatives to the above formulation offer themselves

for consideration.

In the first, while versions of the for-statements

are used
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(2)

while new perm of boys do

----=
while
--•==

--

(B)

new perm of girls do

•=

etc.

The two procedures called here must be boolean peocedures taking the

----=

value false only when the original configuration comes up for permutation
for the second time.

In the second alternative, by means of a procedure

developed from

(~~!

f~~~ permact •
n, ~~! []~~~~A, ~~~~ act) ~~~g:
(for all permutations of A[1] to A[n] do act)

•==

•=

the program is reduced to
permact(n, boys, perrnact(n, girls, S))

(C)

-

where Sis the statement in the fourth line of A.
Permutation Algorithms

Some years ago, considerable interest was shown in permutation
algorithms, culminating in papers by Ord-Smith[1] and Page[2].

Ord-Smith

reviews a number of algorithms for the body of the (Algol 60) procedure

All these algorithms employ an own integer array, and refer to a global

•==

boolean first.

A call of perm generates a new permutation of the elements

of~' and the use of first is such that

----

first :• true;

(reduced to acceptable Algol 60 terms) is the equivalent of!~~ all perms
of x do act.

- - == - -

Thus they do not fit into the style of either B or C without

=

-

modification, but what is worse, they cannot even be used in the structure
of nested calls which our present interests demand.

Although it is easy

enough to overcome this by transferring the own array and the global boolean
to positions as parameters, the whole situation reveals

a number

of other

points of some general interest.

·---

Structured programming calls for the elimination of aotos as far

( 3)

as possible, and the writing of programs in such a way that their
correctness is as nearly selfevident as possible.

Among the many trade-

offs in programming there seems at times to be one between selfevident
correctness and efficiency.

It is not easy to put all the permutations

of n objects in any order that ensures both an efficient transformation
rule from one to the next and a simple proof that each permutation is
generated once and once only.

The following development of permact

sacrifices efficiency for clarity.
permact • <~;;~ n, ;;~! []~~~,;A, f;;£~ act) ~~~g:
(for i ton do cyclic permutation of A[1] to A[n];

f;;~;

--=

•=

•= if n-2 then act else permact(n-1,
--·
•==•
•==•

A, act) fi od)

-=

•=

(Proof: each cyclic permutation leaves a different element in the last
place and is accompanied by all permutations of the other elements; the
initial order is restored at the end of a call, ready for the next cyclic
permutation in the case of recursive calls).

It was submmtted to, and

rejected by, the Editor of the Algorithms supplement, quite rightly at a
time when interest was in efficiency and neither program proving nor
structured programming had acquired the interest they command today.

It

does not contain any explicit own array, but this is misleading; examination
of the use made by Ord-Smith's programs of this arra¥ shows that it
ctontains information exactly equivalent to the nested set of values of
i (one for eacij level of recursion) in this procedure at the moments
when act is called.
As Page points out, though in somewhat different terminology,
then! permutations on~ objects can be put into one-to-one correspondence
with then! distinct (~-1)-digit numbers in which the .E,th digit is of
radix r+1.

If the rth digit is allowed to run from 1 to £+1 in certain

contexts instead of from Oto .E,, then these digits are precisely the
contents of the auxiliary array .E. of Algorithm ACM 115A as set out by
Ord-Smith.

It does not seem to have been pointed out that the sequence

generated by this algorithm presents these numbers in consecutive ascending
numerical order if they are lhnterpreted as being in Grey code.

The main

problem in Grey code is to know whether a digit is ascending or descending;
generation of a Grey number from its predecessor is much simplified if
this information is arbitrarily incorporated into each digit as a.:!:. sign
(one reason for avoiding the use of zero as a member of the "character-set"),
and indeed this technique permits a version of Algorithm 115A that dispenses

(4)

with the array
speed.

..9.,

which must surely be to its advantage in both storage and

Algorithm 115A uses knowledge of the route taken through conditional

s tateme nt s in incrementing the auxiliary array to determine the choice of
transposition for stepping fr om one permutation to the next, but Page shows
how a permutation can be obtained directly from the Grey representation (the
first object going into the A[_!2-1]th place, the second into the Al:.!l-2]th
vacant place, etc.), a technique easily adapted for random permutations in
Monte Carlo work.

An efficient body for permact along these lines is

oroc permacta • (int n, ref[] amode A, oroc act) void:

••••

•••

•a•

•••••

••••

••==

~~~~~ ~ ~~! n could be replaced by an internal~~! n • ~f~ A~

----

---

int h, k, q; bool bool; [2:n] int p; amode t;

·---

for h from 2 ton do p[h] :• 0 od;

--while ---p[2]

----while
--=-if

~

-----

•=
-- n; k :• •=
-2 doh:•
O; bool :• true;

-=

•=•=

boom do q :• p[h] :• p[h]+1;

------ -----------

q • 0 then k :- k+1; h :- h-1

elif q • h then p[h] :- -q; h :- h-1;

--------

--

if q - 2 then bool :- false; q :- 1 fi
, •=•-else bool :- false fi od·

---- ---

q :• abs q + k;

__

•=

k :• 4'+1;

t :• A[k]; A[k] :• A[q]; A[q] :• t;
act od end
Algol 68 notation has been used here to obtain the benefit of "pure while"
statements; · the equivalent Algol 60 is easy to write by insertion of
labels, extra statement brackets, and so on.

Efficiency in Algol 68 might

be slightly improved by use of ref amode ak • A[k], aq • A[q].

==• -----

~inguistic Considerations
The original motivation for this investigation having been the

-- - -

linguistic problems raised by B, we leave Cat this point, pausing only for
an issue which permeates both B and

c.

As things stand,

if the arrays

boys and girls are of different modes, then nothing can save us from compiling
and storing two completely separate procedures identical in all respects

-----

save one, that permacta refere to amode and permactb to bmode.

This is

because current languages do not permit a mode to be supplied as a parameter
- as would be seen at its simplest in
oroc transfer• (mode amode; ref amode p, q) void:

----(amode
--=--

---- ----- --- -----

r; r ;• p; p :• q; q :• r)

--=-

(5)

- though this is nastier than it looks; at compile-of-call time, the
first parameter must be known before the second and third can be checked.
Nor do united modes in Algol 68 seem able to help.

The matter is, however,

already under consideration by Lindsay[3j and here we can evade the issue
by pointing out that in many cases (where amode involves several words

--=-=

of storage) little will be lost in efficiency by keeping the array intact
and permuting the subscripts.

That is, we actually permute an auxiliary

- --= --

array [1:n] int aux, and call the members of the main array by A[auxfi]J.
(Incidentally, this also makes permutation of specified subsets no problem.)

-

But this duplication of code reappears in B if two copies of the
permutation algorithm are required, no longer because of separate modes
but because of the need for separate own arrays.

The investigation began

-

when the question was raised, whether B can be written in the following
form
while newperm(boys) do

-•===

(B')

•=

while newperm(girls) do etc.

-=---

--

in order to avoid this duplication.

That the immediate answer was "no -

because separate own arrays are required" led to a new look at the nature
of own arrays (and other variables) and to an interpretation which, if
accepted, leads to clear (and adaptable) answers to all the difficult
questions such as the bounds of dynamic own arrays, and the single or
multiple existence of own variables in recursive situations.
The matter was considered in the context of a number of others,
one of which was the independent compilation of procedures.

Global variables

present a barrier to independent compilation; so also does any system
which assumes that a procedure knows its own block level.

Block level is

conventionally available so that it can be used, in conjunction with
"display", for acces.ting globals, whence a procedure without globals
probably has no need to know its own block level, and if all procedures
arewithout globals we can probably dispense with "display" as well. Globals
can be eliminated from any procedure by making them into parameters, at
the cost of quoting them explicitly at each call; this cost can be eliminated
if means are available to freeze parameters.

One is therefore led to

consider that globals should be treated as additional parameters which are
immediately frozen (i.e. at decla'tatcbon time).

(6)

This concept permits the assumption that the machine code representing a procedure need deal only with a structure situated on top of
t he stack

and accessed through two pointers, CHAIN and STACK.

(Both

pointers are necessary since the distance between them depends on the
current size of dynamic arrays and is unltnown at compile time.)

The

structure is made up as follows - since the time sequence is down the page,
the "top" of the stack is at the bottom of the printed layout:
(part of the stack
in prior use)

Initially, STACK points immediately above
this.

PARAMETERS

Evaluated from left to right in the main
program, making free use of the space above
STACK but leaving each one in position when
its evaluation is complete and commencing
the next from a new posijion of STACK
immediately above it.

GLOBALS
ADDRESS OF CODE

Copied unchanged from a list prepared at the
time the routine was declared. (The address
is retained for use by error diagnostics and,
if the heap is in use, the garbage collector.)

CHAIN: LINK INFORMATION

Placed on the stack by a system routine which
chains CHAIN at the current position of STACK,
stacks the return address, etc., and jumps
into the code.

FIXED LOCALS

Either as the first action in the routine, or
prior to the jump using a parameter from the
routine, STACK is raised to allow a fixed
space for each identifier declared locally.
In the case of procedure identifiers this is
two words, and in the case of arrays, space
for a dope vector.

VARIABLE LOCALS

Array bounds are computed, the dope vectors
filled in and STACK is raised. In the case of
procedures, globals are evaluated on the stack,
the address of the code added, and the "procedure dope vector" filled in with a pointer
tlnd a length showing what has to be copied at
call time.

STACK: (free space)
Thus a procedure which never had any globals will be represented by two
words in FIXED (the pointer into VARIABLE, and length• 1), and one word
in VARIABLE (the pointer to the code).

The conversion of globals into

parameters and their subsequent freezing is something that can be organised
by a compiler in the case of procedures written explicitly into a program,
but in the case of independently compiled procedures we shall want the
language to provide for the freezing of such parameters as are intended to
be globals, and if it provides for this then it should provide for freezing
of parameters as generously as possible.

In terms of the stack layout

( 7)

portrayed above, this means a nota tion for pushing the line between
GLOBALS and PARAMETERS up the page (down the stack); in language terms it
means a new declaration syntax in which, say,

·---

-------·

oroc newname • oldname freezina (<parameters from the right>)

has the effect of adding a new word pair in FIXED for the new name pointing
11.

to a new area in VARIABLE which is a copy of that belonging to the old name
with its list extended.

This feature is well known to users of POP2[4];

in view of the extra facilities it provides, we regard it as preferable to

--------

external declarations which use the linking loader to achieve freezing by
lexicographic matching.

:n.
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The Nature of OWn Variables.
One more feature is necessary to satisfy in full the desire for a
solution to our original problem that is free of the loose ends of th~ sort
that lead to programming errors.

Consider the following:

f~~~ perms•(~~![]~~! a1, a2; ~~! ~~~~ first)~~~1: <body>

[1:5] int boys, girls,

••=

----

bx, gx; bool by, gy;
f~~~ newboys •perms!~~~~!~£ (boys, bx, by);

-------·

.

or.~_.c newgirls • perms freezina (girls, gx, gy);

for i to 5 do bx[i] •• gx[i] :• 0 od; by:• gy :• true·

---wwile -newboys

-•===

do etc.

•=

--

---='

In this formulation all is clear for the implementation of B without duplication of code.

•

What we have lost is the automatic and anonymous declar-

ation of the own array as seen from the main program.

What we have gained

is the separate "own" arrays for the two procedures we use in the whilestatements without deplicating the rest of the code.

We can secure our gains

without incurring our losses if we can cause the freezing process to create
an anonymous array for the second parameter.

This is what Algol 68 does

by its concept of a local generator - or would do if it entertained the
symbol!~~~~!~£ - allowing us to omit the third and sixth lines abobe and
replace the fourth and fifth by
~ewboys • perm freezina ( b o y s , ~ int:• (e,e,O,O,O),
•••••••A
~L~•~~--•
loc bool =• true);
oroc
•-=-

--- ---- ----

~
newgirls •perm!;~~~~~~ (girls,~[1:5@~~!
loc bool :• true)

=• (o,o,o,o,o),

( 8)

This has a simple realisation in our slack model - whereas "boys" appears
among the parameters-becoming-globals as a copy of the original dope vector
of boys, the second parameter appears as a dope vector which is filled to
point a short distance ahead, where new space is created for the elements
as at any ordinary array declaration.

The section of VARIABLE LOCALS which

results from this declaration has three subsections
TWO DOPE VECTORS AND BOOL

ADDRESS OF CODE
SPACE FOR "OWN" ELEMENTS
only the first two of which are included in the area pointed to by the twoword object in FIXED LOCALS, and therefore only the first two of which are
copied to the top of the stack as the first stage of a call.
It has long seemed to the author[S] that the crudity of the interpretation of Algol 60 own variables as · global (even cosmic?) was the source
of the trouble they have given, and slightly absurd that own variables should
outlive and outlast not merely the activity (call), but even the existence
(scope) of the procedures that owned them.

Hitherto he has advocated that

own variables should be considered as declared concurrently with the procedures that own them, except that to avoid clashes of identifiers they are not
recognised outside the procedures.

Though less flexible than the current

proposal - it does not solve the code-duplication problem - this already has
the same c larifying effect on interpretation.

There are no problems about

changing bounds or multiple versions since these are redetermined only when
control passes through the blockhead in which the procedure is declared.
The existence of multiple versions is under the control of the programmer;
if the recursive call envelops the declaration then new versions are created,
otherwise only one version is kept.

But perhaps the most important reason

for desiring some such interpretation is that it admits the well known technique
~~~~~ ~~!~~~ n; n

=•

read;
~~~~~ <true program including arrays and own arrays [1: riJ> ~~g

---

end

in which the bounds, though formally dynamic, are in fact merely a "program
constant".

Admittedly few implementations (if any) currently allow this,

and th~~arrays in [1] are declared [2:10] on the assumption that_!:! will never
exceed ten, but to standardise on an interpretation that excludes this technique,
as advocated by de Morgan et al[6], would be deplorable.

(9)

Further Remarks
It may be remarked that on the principle that one should try so
to write any program that nothing is needlessly repeated (lest in changing
it we fail to change all occurrences), we might wish to write something like

--=

int

f~~~ ~~~~ newboys • P(boys), newgirls • P(girls)

but this leads us into new troubles.
ialisation;

One is how

u-

perform the array init-

this is a wider problem than is covered by the questions

discussed here;

an immediate solution is to transfer the initialisation

inside perm under the control of first - there being no problem about
trouble
initialisation of simple variables . Another pm~E'ilml is how to ensure an
interpretation of P that does not lose the generated space when the call
off is completed, and this we shall not discuss.
The problem posed initially has given rise to several matters
· connected with the general question of the facilities a language should
provide if it is to encourage good programming techniques.

(Among these

we include, on grounds of efficiency, avoidance of heap techniques as far
as possible.

Clearly, use of the heap would provide alternative solutions

to some of the problems discussed here.)

It seems possible that the full

effects described here are not provided by any currently available language,
although the author·actmits to ignorance of some that might provide them,
and to inadequate acquaintance with either POP2 or Algol 68, the former of
which seems to allow freezing of parameters but not local generators, and
the latter to admit local generators, but not freezing in the manner required
here.
Algol 68 seems to have got itself into this position through its
almost hysterical determination to avoid ascribing any order to the parameters
of a call.

(Why else should the final report[?) draw attention to the

abolition of the "gamma" of previous drafts in Section 0.3.11 as well as crow
about the interpretation of collaterals in Section 0.2.4,)

A simpler example

than the permutation one will show what is involved in trying to freeze
parameters anonymously in Algol 68, namely the provision of pseudo-random
number generators.

The procedure

( 10 )

where~' band_£ are suitably cho s en integers, will provide all the code
needed for the generation of pseudo-random numbers in the range 0-1.
Independent sources are obtained from different parameters differently
initialised.

f~~£
f~~£

Thus~ might write

eureka1 •random!~~~~~~~
eureka2 •random!~~~~~~~

(1~S ~~! :•
(1~S 1~! :•

O);
1)

But since it is not the same thing to write

(because the parameter would be reinitialised on each call), we are forced
in Algol 68 to program explicitly and separately, both the frozen structure
and its use for calling, thus

--=- ----=-- ---=-= ---o, --=
--=---- --- ---=
--- ---=----•=
mode cl osure

- --- --=--= ---=

struct (ref int param, ~;;~sc~~! int) real routine);
closure S1 • (loc int :(loc int :- 1, random);
random), S2

~roe eureka1 • real: ( (routine of S1) (param of S1)),
eureka2

•=

real: ( (routine of S2)(param of S2));

•=

Nor do we achieve the security we aim at, for although this secures the
immediate anonymity of the "own" integers, they can still be accessed in the
main program by the circumlocution "E,_aram of S".

•= -

When it is considered that a stack is based on the philosophy that
time sequence translates into space sequence and vice versa, it is not
surprising that deliberate rejection of this philosophy exacts such a price.
Conclusion
Own variables are variables created by the declaration of a (block
a.re .
or) procedure whose scop~• wider than the body of the said procedure, but
which are protected from outside interference by their anonymity other than
within it.

Contrary to popular Algol 60 philosophy, their continued existence

need not extend beyond the scope of the name of the owning procedure,
many problems are solved by assuming that it does not.

and

And despite its

protestations to the contrary, Algol 68 does not provide any real equivalent.

(11)
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